La cajita (A La Orilla Del Viento/at the Edge of the Wind) (Spanish Edition) by Vicente Marta

En este libro conocerás la historia del perro Manchitas, que se siente muy solo; no consigue que ninguno de los otros juguetes comparta su buen humor. Sin embargo, todos reparan en él cuando descubre una cajita misteriosa con un contenido iluminador.

Features:
* ISBN13: 9789681671815
* Condition: New
* Notes: BRAND NEW FROM PUBLISHER! 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. Tracking provided on most orders. Buy with Confidence! Millions of books sold!

My Personal Review:
A ceramic dog on an abandoned shelf is bored, until he comes across a cardboard box, and is able to imagine the many possible uses of it - a castle, a robot, a dragon, a hat, a place to dream. The black and white illustrations contrasted with the color are vivid, the text is simple, and the story shows the joy of the possibilities of the imagination. This book was a hit with my almost-three-year old.
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